The Holeshot

In the world of Supercross, taking the
holeshot means one racer leaps ahead of
the crowd and into first, leaving the rest of
the pack behind. If Supercross racer Davey
McAllister knows anything, its how to take
the holeshot. When the hot rising start
mechanic, Tyler Whitmore, shows up in his
bed, Davey does just that. But, dating a
competitors mechanic threatens to blow his
ride if anyone finds out. With the fear of
losing his sponsors, he has to keep his love
life completely under cover, but Davey is
in deep and wants to tell the world how
much he loves Tyler.
Tyler Whitmore
wants to be out of the closet, but dating the
competition is a death sentence for his
career.
Overprotective
of
Daveys
reputation and his own dreams, Tyler
refuses to commit to his lover and is afraid
of falling hard. Will they ever be able to
find their way through the Premiere racing
league pitfalls and acknowledge their love?
An m/m romance with tons of hot sex 18+ please.
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